
Keith Winstein — Teaching Statement
I find teaching to be rewarding and educational and have enjoyed trying to give students a unique (and, one hopes,

uniquely educational) experience. Students today often have no shortage of workable alternative places to learn the
material—with the rise of Coursera, Udacity, EdX, “Head First” books and “Dive Into” tutorials, etc.—so there is
some pride in trying to make an in-person college course be something special. Here are some examples.

Acoustic modems in intro EECS. In 2006, MIT redesigned its EECS curriculum to begin with two survey courses,
one of which (6.02) is an introduction to communications, information, and networks. Students were originally sup-
posed to create a WiFi-like system with a software-controlled radio, but debugging the temperamental radio peripheral
was frustrating and consumed too much of the students’ time. The class got rid of the radios and began using an LED
and photocell as the “noisy channel,” but that hardware also proved temperamental. By 2011, the class had eliminated
physical laboratories and was taught entirely in simulation.

Some students liked the simulation approach because it meant their carrier detection and demodulation programs
worked reliably or not at all, but I thought it was disappointing. After all, this is an introductory laboratory class in
communications engineering—we should be able to build something that communicates for real, I reasoned.

In the fall of 2011, when my advisor was running the class, I proposed a solution using hardware that students
already had: their laptop microphone and speaker. Students would encode and modulate a message for transmission
acoustically, playing from the speaker, and write a receiver that decoded audible signals from the microphone. I
created laboratory assignments where students built up this functionality gradually. For the final assignment, students
were given a secret message encoded on four carriers and had to separately tune, demodulate, and decode each one.

Five semesters later, the audio approach is still used in 6.02. Students quickly learn to debug their modulation
code using their ears. The lab gets a bit cacophonous when a deadline nears, and sometimes the real world is nettle-
some (students with lab stations near the air conditioner have trouble getting messages through on the lower carrier
frequencies!) but the thrill of engineering and grappling with the real world is present. I don’t think a simulation can
supply the same excitement of actually communicating a message from point A to point B—the thing that got me into
networking in the first place.

The congestion-control contest. In 2013, I ran a contest to develop the best congestion-control protocol for a cellular
network. We asked the forty students in MIT’s graduate networking class (6.829) to come up with a protocol to
optimize the ratio of throughput to delay, using Skype and Sprout as baselines. The competition was good-natured but
began in earnest when I added a “leaderboard” that showed the current standings in real time. The students submitted
more than 3,000 candidate schemes, some using exotic methods in machine learning. This “gamification” turned out
to be a lot of fun, and the victors gave presentations on their winning designs to the class. It was very educational to
see what the best solutions looked like! Students later reported the contest was one of the highlights of the course.

Results of the congestion-control contest in spring 2013. Students
made more than 3,000 protocols (each dot represents a protocol).

Turning research papers into a contest keeps us honest as researchers, because it forces us to be rigorous in creating
a reproducible test jig where any candidate system can be evaluated precisely. Students are clever and will discover
any loopholes in such a setup. In the future I would love to turn more open research problems into public contests and
invite anybody to submit candidate solutions—there is little reason not to open up the collection of people who can
contribute good ideas.
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Online copyright course. I have had a longstanding interest in copyright law, and in January 2006 I taught an eight-
hour for-credit course in copyright during MIT’s winter session. The class was videotaped and posted online by MIT
OpenCourseWare and was one of the first law classes to be freely available online. OCW received a substantial amount
of positive feedback from the public. The videos were later posted on Apple’s iTunes U and YouTube, where they
have more than 55,000 views.

Teaching and mentorship experience. I have served as a Teaching Assistant for six semesters—twice for MIT’s
class in Computer Systems Engineering, 6.033 (I wrote one of the major design project assignments), once for our
introductory EECS course in robots, control theory, and basic Python (6.01), and three times for Ethics and Law on the
Electronic Frontier, or 6.805, including one term when the class was co-taught with Harvard Law School. I have also
had the privilege of working with several talented undergraduates on research projects as part of MIT’s Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program: Leonid Grinberg, Betsy Riley, Pauline Varley, Victor Vasiliev, Devasia Manuel,
Pratiksha Thaker, and Minna Song.

I would be qualified to teach courses in computer networking, security, operating systems, digital communications,
and inference and statistics, as well as introductory computer science.
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